to partition D = K k=1 E k by K elements E k := ϑ k (E 0 ) with disjoint 1 interiors.
Typically the SEM approximates the exact solution by its piecewise polynomial representation of degree P :
where
is the x ,k -interpolating piecewise-polynomial,
are ξ  -and ξ j -interpolating polynomials, In many cases a physically interesting quantity is the global Fourier-series coefficientû q at integer wavenumber components q α , usually approximated by
dv ( 
of (2) across element boundaries cause |û q | to decay only as O(| q| −2 ). We discover a more accurate method by substituting (3) into (5) to yield
In many applications, especially when u-structure rather than domain geometry is guiding the mesh adaption, each E k is a d-parallelepiped with center a k and d legs 2 h α k , so we have an affinity ϑ k ( ξ) := a k + h k · ξ, where h α k make up the columns of h k . Then we obtain
Finally, recalling the classical identity [e.g., 1, exercise 12. 4 .9] for the spherical Bessel function B p (r) of the first kind,
we obtainφ ,k, q = 1
Note that most expressions in (8) can be precomputed; objects that may vary during a dynamically adaptive computation, such as a k or h α k , typically take values from a sparse set, e.g., a collection of powers of 2. The computation of (5) now incurs no additional error beyond that of (2) . Also note, to generalize to the case P = P α k is straightforward.
Accuracy of transform for 1D & 2D test cases
Equation (8) was implemented in MatLab and tested using known results for (5) . The most immediate test follows from (7), namelyû
. In this case (5) was found to reproduce (7) to 12-16 digits for K = 1, P ≤ 18, implying similar performance for any polynomial u( x) in this range. The next test was to put u ex (x) = sin x, orû ex q = (δ q,1 − δ q,−1 )/2i. Since this is not a polynomial we should expect at best to see algebraic convergence w.r.t. K in a uniform meshing a k = (k − 1)h k − π, h k = 2π/K and exponential convergence w.r.t. P , as verified in Fig. 1 . Note there is no need to test u ex (x) = sin rx for r > 1 because of scaling.
We conclude by examining three 2D tests with adaptive meshing in the fashion of [5] , using MatLab . Fig. 2 confirms (5) in the case [6, (19) ] and l . =
) is a biperiodicity-preserving "rotation". As expected, the red curve (connecting the |û q | peaks) shows a powerlaw decay in q-space. Note, in this plot and those below the l-operation helps instigate mesh adaption but has the consequence of leaving q undersampled in Z 2 . In Fig. 3 is shown an initial condition [6, (22) ]
for the 2D Burgers eq. As expected,û q almost vanishes for q = ± l. Finally, at time t = 1.6037/π| l| 2 the analytic solution generalizing [2, (2.5) ] to 2D is shown in Fig. 4 . As expected for the nearly C 0 -discontinuous fronts ⊥ l seen at left, |û 1 q | decays slightly faster than O(| q| −1 ) but only for wavevectors q l (red curve).
